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their gaze on their opposite numbers. To the foreign office in Lon-
don the foreign office in Berlin seemed to hold the keys of Germany's
war and peace; though in 1914 it really did not. The* mistake has its
counterpart among historians to-day. Not a few of them seem to
think that the roles played by each nation in the 1914 war-crisis can
be deduced entirely from the diplomatic papers. In the case of Ger-
many that is certainly not so.
3. Grey and the Liberals
Whatever be thought on other grounds of Sir Edward Grey's
foreign policy, it was a source of weakness that the bulk of the party
behind him neither understood nor liked it* On the brink of the
European war most liberals were, in effect, pro-German and anti-
French; and had not the Germans violated Belgium, it seems prob-
able that the foreign secretary would have failed to carry with him
either the cabinet or the party, when the critical question was posed
of supporting France or leaving her to her fate.
How had this come about? What was the mind of these liberals?
The more intelligent of them, e.g. C. P. Scott, the famous editor of
the Manchester Guardian, were really isolationists; they wished Great
Britain to revert to an attitude of impartiality between the Powers, It
may not have been a practicable ideal; but, if it had been, its recom-
mendations to them were obvious. They thought it would leave the
country free and untrammelled to assert in all foreign disputes the
pure liberal doctrines of free trade, the open door, international
justice, and the rights of nationalities.  But as the entanglements
deprecated happened to be entanglements with France and Russia,
the argument, even as developed in these highest-minded quarters,
tended to run a good deal in anti-French and anti-Russian channels.
The less intelligent rank and file of the party, when they thought
about foreign affairs at all, commonly did so in terms of quite crude
traditional prejudice against the French people and the Russian
empire. They never forgot that the abandonment of isolation was
the policy of a conservative government, and by instinct felt aggrieved
with Grey for not automatically reversing it. The feeling was ibrtificd
among radicals by memories of earlier distrust towards Grey, Asquith,
and Haldane as liberal imperialists- Lord Loreburn, the lord chan-
cellor till 1912, who did a great deal to egg on liberal editors to attack
the foreign policy of his colleagues, habitually characterised the
latter as 'a Cabinet of Liberal Leaguers*, Lastly among the extremely
few liberal M,P.s who paid any continuous attention to foreign affairs,
a high proportion were Englishmen of that generous type which falls
in love with some (usually small and afflicted) foreign nationality-
Persians, it might be, or Bulgars, or Greek, or MoorSj, or Poles, or

